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Boeing Co 747SP-38, VH-EAB

Investigation number: 
200002130
Status: Completed

While at approximately 8,000 ft after departure from Sydney, the crew heard a loud bang from the
left side of the aircraft. The number 1 engine pressure ratio (EPR) had dropped slightly while the
compressor speed (N1), exhaust gas temperature and fuel flow indications increased. The engine
vibration level remained within limits. A flight attendant reported seeing something entering into or
flaying around the engine intake. After discussions with ground maintenance, the aircraft was
returned to Sydney, where an uneventful landing was made after about 50,000 kg of fuel had been
jettisoned off the coast.

Examination of the engine by the operator revealed evidence of a bird strike. Blood was found on
the engine fan exit nozzle, and the glass-reinforced plastic of the ice impact panel was damaged.
About 90 per cent of the circumference of the ice impact panel that covered the acoustic liner aft of
the fan was found to be missing

The fan was inspected for damage and the remains of the ice impact panel were removed. (The
engine maintenance manual allows the ice impact panel to remain damaged beyond limits or
missing for up to 125 hours, or until the next aircraft maintenance inspection.) The EPR probes and
their lines were flushed clean and appropriate line connectors were replaced.

A subsequent engine ground run found EPR indications had returned to normal and the engine
was cleared back to line operations.

General details

Date: 13 May 2000  Investigation status: Completed  

Time: 1310 hours EST   

Location   (show map): Richmond   

State: New South Wales  Occurrence type: Birdstrike  

Release date: 27 September 2000  Occurrence class: Environment  

Report status: Final  Occurrence category: Incident  

 Highest injury level: None  

Aircraft details

Aircraft manufacturer The Boeing Company  

Aircraft model 747  

Aircraft registration VH-EAB  

Serial number 22672  

Type of operation Air Transport High Capacity  

Damage to aircraft Minor  



Departure point Sydney, NSW  

Departure time 1310 hours EST  

Destination Manila, PHILIPPINES  

Last update 13 May 2014


